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President's Approval Needed

Senate Okays Elimination Of $5 Fine
By RANDY KETCHAM
and
LARRY FULLERTON
Faculty Senate adopted a report at yesterday's meeting that recommended the
elimination of the $5 fine on the day
before and after vacation periods.
The Senate also adopted a resolution
recommending the University plan for the
adoption of the quarter system calendar
beginning in September, 1968, if problems pertinent to the change-over can be
properly resolved to the satisfaction of
the Academic Council by November 15,
1967.
The Senate's action on elimination of
the fine still must be presented to University President William T. Jerome for
his approval after a 15-day waiting period, meaning that the fine system will
still be in effect for theupcomingThanksgiving vacation.
The report dealing with the fines was
initiated by Student Council action last
January, and submitted by the Senate
Student Relations Committee with Dr.
Clifford A. Long, associate professor of
mathematics, chairman.
However, to examine the effect of eliminating the fine, the Senate also adopted the committee's recommendation
that the registrar collect and maintain
a record of the number of absences by

class section during the time formerly
classified as penalty periods.
Dr. Long said his committee would
re-examine its decision to eliminate fines
in a year, but pointed out the committee
could change its decision at any time,
subject to Senate approval.
L)r. Long said the committee approached
the problem from the standpoint of "Why
shouldn't we eliminate fines."
"If the students say they are mature,
then give them the opportunity to show
it," he added.
A third recommendation of the committee was also adopted, in a slightly
amended version. This said instructors
should continue to maintain attendance
records, but that the required reporting of total absences to the registrar
should be eliminated.
Dr. Long said the committee thought
required reporting of total attendance
records was not necessary because these
records were used so seldom by the
registrar and/or the deans that the paper
work involved was not justified.
He pointed out that this action in no
way changes the general attendance policy
as stated in the University . catalog.
Allen V. Wiley, associate professor of
economics, referred to a situation last
year In which an economics professor

announced he would not take role in one
of his fairly large classes the day before
vacation, and only about a third of his
students attended class that day.
Despite several attempts to amend it, the
resolution concerning the adoption of the
quarter system by September, 1968, was
adopted as presented by the Academic
Council.
Problems related to the change-over
that must be resolved include curricular
adjustments, faculty load, catalog copy,
university student regulations, advisement
and other such matters.
Dr. James R. Bashore, associate professor of English, who introduced the
resolution explained that it sets a target
date (Nov. 15, 1967) and will give all
sides a chance to air their views.
Then, after a year's study, the quarter
system can be approved if the arguments
favor it.
This resolution will be submitted to
President Jerome, who will submit it
to the Board of Trustees. If the Board
approves it, this will provide the opportunity to study and investigate the feasibility of changing to the quarter system.
Then, if by next November 15, the Ac-
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Lovell, Aldrin Bring Gemini 12 Down
Before Nationwide Television Audience
i.

CAPE KENNEDY (AP) --- Gemini 12
splashed down between 2 and 1/2 and
3 miles from the aircraft carrier Wasp
in the Sargasso Sea yesterday afternoon,
700 miles southeast of Cape Kennedy.
The splash - down concluded a recordShattering four - day space mission
of James Lovell and Edwin Aldrin and
brought to an end the Gemini program.
. Their space craft splashed down within sight of the carrier.
After boarding life rafts, the astronauts
lifted by helicopter to the deck of Wasp.
That was only about 30 minutes after
they'd splashed down i n the Atlantic
as a national TV audience watched.
Preliminary indications were that their
landing was so close to the intended
aiming point they may have added another
record for precision to their flight.
Most of the ship's company of 2,700
men were on hand to cheer the heavily
bearded spacemen. The astronauts were
smiling as they stepped out onto the red
welcoming carpet, and the band broke
into "Anchors Aweigh" .
The pair waved and smiled as they
moved across the deck.
Lovell said: l*Buzz and I are happy
to end the Gemini program with another
success."
Aldrin added, "We tried very hard
to please everybody and I hope we've
come half-way there."
The astronauts showed little sign of
strain as they headed for the carrier's
sick bay where they got a preliminary
medical check.
They were presented with Wasp baseball type caps, with gold trim.
The astronauts set at least four records
as they whirled in orbit for 94 hours,
33 minutes.
They circled the globe
59 times .ind traveled more than 1.6
million mill S,
Their mosi important achievement was
to prove that man can perform tasks
outside an orbiting space vehicle. During
three work sessions in space--totaling
about 5 and 1/2 hours -- Aldrin ex-

perienced none of the fatigue problems
that plagued earlier US space walkers.
The Gemini 12 spacecraft was spotted
by television cameras as it came down
and Mission Control told the astronauts,
"Smile, you're on the tube."
The dramatic pictures of the Gemini

News To Take
Holiday Break
Friday's issue of the B-G News
will be the last issue until after
Thanksgiving vacation. Individuals
or groups desiring items published
Friday must submit them to the
News by noon tomorrow.

12's recovery were relayed live over
national-wide television by the way of
the Early Bird Communications Satellite.
The four retrorockets on the back of
the Gemini capsule went off on schedule
at 1:47 (EST) as the spacecraft flew
high over the Pacific Ocean near Canton Island. It was just 93 hours after
the spacemen had blasted off from Cape
Kennedy last Friday.
The retrorockets had the job of slowing
down the Gemini some 300 miles an
hour, allowing it to fall into the grasp
of the Earth's gravity.
Lovell then reported that the retro
package had been jettisoned.
The Canary Island tracking station radioed: "Have a good trip homel"
Lovell came back with, "Thanks very
much."

Need Cash For Christmas?; Name The Lake
There is still time to enter the "Name
The Lake" Contest. The contest, sponsored by the B-G News, will continue
until Tuesday, Nov. 22. The winner will
be announced shortly after the Thanksgiving break.
Entries by the dozens (more than a
hundred to be exact) have already been

A. Robert Rogers, director of the
Library, said the adoption of the quarter
calendar would present a certain amount
of additional work in the library.
He said reminder notes would have to
be sent out and books put on reserve
three times a year instead of two, and
added there would probably be a bigger
turnover in student help if this systerm
were adopted.
Nevertheless, he said he was in favor
of changing over to the quarter system
because of the advantages he thought it
would offer the University as a whole,
citing advantages in the student teacher
program as an example--such as a better
correlation with the public school calendar.
During Senate discussion on the resolution, an unsuccessful attempt was made
to amend it so that the recommendation
that will be made by the Academic Council
would be sent back to the Senate for its
recom mendations.
A move to table the resolution also
failed. Dr. Richard C. Carpenter, professor of English, who introduced the
motion to table, said he saw neither
urgency nor any good academic reasons to
adopt the quarter system.
As it stands now, the Senate will not
have to take any further action concerning
the conversion to the quarter system.
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ademlc Council feels it is feasible to
make the switch, it will so recommend
to President Jerome. This recommendation will then go to the Trustees for
their consideration.

sent in. Even the administration and
professors have joined in the race to
think up a name for the body of water.

The Senate also passed a series of
amendments to the Faculty Charter concerning the graduate school.
Dr. Edward Claflin, chairman of the
Senate Amendments and By-Laws Committee, explained that the amendments
were necessary to bring the Charter in
line with a policy statement concerning
criteria for membership on the graduate
faculty.
The Graduate Council, subject to the
approval of the Academic Council, the
Provost and the President, will continue
to establish criteria and procedures for
designating membership on the graduate
faculty, but the dean of the Graduate
School will have sole power for implementation.

LBJ In Hospital
WASHINGTON (AP)- - President Johnson
entered Bethesda Naval Hospital last night
to undergo surgery this morning for an
abdominal hernia and a throat polyp.
The president had said he would enter
the hospital in late afternoon, but darkness had fallen by the time he and the
first lady entered the hospital doors.
The president worked in his White
House office until 6 35 p.m. before going
into his limousine for the 25-minute
trip to the hospital, 18 miles from the
White House, in Maryland.

While only a few names have been
suggested more than once, in case of
duplication in the winning names, the
earliest entry will win.

NAME THE LAKE CONTEST
Name

...

Address
Phone
Lake's Nome
S10 PRIZE FOR WiNNER
Return io B-G News, 106 University Hall
»■■•*•••»■■•*»■••■■•■■•*•»•»■•••«•■••»■•••■•••••*••••■■•••■••■ •••■••■•■••»•••■ •••»»■«

The forecast for today is considerable
cloudiness and warmvr with i '' '■■
t«
we< ii 52- 58. C< i tinu ' cloudy with little
tt ipi ratui '■ • ■'

Thursday,

' ;y ■ '.'"<■

'!•'
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CAMPUS HART-LINE

EdWbtia£

Creative-Great In '68

NSA Silence

by JACK HARTMAN
Columnist

For 12 days there has been a virtual silence about Student Council's proposed membership in the National Student Association.
(NSA).
The last public word came in the Nov. 4 issue of the News in
an account of the previous night's Council meeting and a letter
to the editor.
First, the News reported that Council unanimously approved,
for the first of two necessary times, a constitutional amendment
to enable affiliation with NSA. There was little dissent or opposition.
Second, a student's letter was published in which he presented
several facts which he claimed would give the campus and Student Council the other side of the story about NSA.
Statements made by Paul Cebolys, a senior in Liberal Arts,
Indicated the following projects of NSA on the national level:
-•repeal of laws prohibiting the sale and use of marijuana.
--resistance to the Selective Service System.
--immediate cessation of U.S. military operations in Viet Nam.
Cebolys added that NSA has experienced a 20 per cent decline
in membership in the past five years and that in a recent election
of a national president the winner was later found to be representing
a school he had never attended.
None of the Cebolys-supplied information was mentioned during
the two Student Council discussions of NSA.
Now it has come to light and the proponents of the NSA-affiliation will be on the spot to answer the charges and clarify
the significance of joining the organization.
In the best interest of the students they represent and the University, the Council members who unanimously approved affiliation
the first time must become probing skeptics at tomorrow's crucial
meeting.
Students with strong feelings on the matter and / or additional
information should make their presence felt at 7 p.m. tc •/row
in Founders dining hall.
The final vote on NSA affiliation will be taken at that time.

In 1964 President Johnson campaigned on the promise of a
"Great
Society"
and has
attempted in the past two years
to try to institute it in the United
States.
In 1966 Ronald Reagan campaigned for the governorship of
California on the promise, among
other things, of a "Creative
Society," and now will attempt
to bring it into being.
Both men won by landslides.
But one is a Democrat at the
head of the country and the other
a Republican at the head of the
country's most populous state.
Many consider California a "test
market" of America itself.
Characterizing the
"Great
Society" are massive programs
of federal spending to stimulate
the economy, alleviate unemployment, uplift the poverty-stricken
and improve education through
federal subsidies.
For Reagan's Creative Society
the specific programs are not so
clear. He thinks property taxes
are too high. He says he will
fight against California's fair
housing law and insure that the

universities and the metropolitan
slum sections will be free from
the disturbances of the past.
Reagan talks as if he would
like to allow the individual to
solve his own problems and make
his own decisions rather than
legislate these solutions as, he
indicates, the Great Society is
trying to do.
With the Republicans'successful comeback and bolstered confidence and President Johnson's
apparent determination to
support his domestic programs
to the end, a ballot-box battle
of
governmental
philosophy
looms.
It is centered around "Great"
versus "Creative."
Great is an overworked often
trite word. Radio stations proclaim themselves great; stores
offer great values; products offer
great results if you use them;
and riding on a motorcycle is a
great experience.
It has a definite lower and
middle class appeal.
Creative, as a word, is underused
and
much maligned.
Creative genius in music is wayout or long- hair; creative dress
is nOn - conforming; creative
writing is passed off as too de-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

SDS Will Not Prove Anything!
The time has come for me to take the pen from my august (not
August) colleagues and once again make a effort to communicate
with the B.C. student (if such exists).
First of all, S.D.S. will not prove anythingl It is time persons
(calling themselves students) began making their judgments on the
basis of intelligent research and critical analysis. Toward this end
I will offer these suggestions:
A. Attend discussions and forums sponsored by SDS
B.
Read the material made available by SDS
C.
Request from the almighty "opinionor" (Mr. J. Edgar Hoover)
that he support his accusations of "communist supported"
and "communist inflitrated" with specific references to
persons, numbers, places and times. (He has in all past
cases failed to do so.)
D.
Realize that this radical SDS group is the only group on
campus (i.e. faculty, administration, Greeks, Student Council)
which holds all their meetings "open" to the public. "Open"
means that everyone and anyone may attend. I extend a
personal invitation to the News.
E. Realize that we have not one(l) faculty advisor but rather a
group of faculty sponsors numbering in the twenties.
F. Question why the News received a 1955, and not a 1966 form
10450. Is Mr. Hoover living in the 1950's? We're notl Furthermore SDS certainly would never have appeared on any type
of list in 1955 for the organization was not formed until 19601
G. Attempt to recall what SDS has done to date here at BGSU:
1.
2.
3.

A Call To Arms-a four page statement on the threat to the
autonomy of BCSU implicit in the way inwhich the quarter
system was being decided.
SDS Rebuttal To "The Berkeley Revolution" film-a statement
pointing out the basic fallacies in logic and construction
of the film.
Sponsorship of an essay contest on the movie "Fail Safe."

;•

i
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of the University Administration, faculty or staff or the State
of Ohio. Opinions expressed by columnists do not necessarily
reflect the opinions of the B-G News.
Editorials in the
News reflect the opinion of the majority of members of the
B-G News Editorial Board.

What would you have done in the role of president?
The establishment of The BG Student Press which has
published five issues to date. Any contributions of social,
satirical, cultural or artistic (drawings included) will be
accepted for publication, Box 78 University Hall.
5. The sponsorship of a series of open discussions on the war
in Vietnam. Two films were presented and 16 faculty persons
participated.
6. Literature table in the Union in conjunction with a membership and sponsorship drive. We urge faculty and friends to
read our Vision and constitution and then to consider being
a sponsor.
7. SDS All-Campus Forum to explain what SDS is all about.
The forum was held Nov. 10 in the Harshman B dining hall
at 7:30 p.m.
8. A return appearance of Joe Frazier, of the Mitchell Trio,
Monday. His return marked the establishment of the First
Annual Concert for Peace and Freedom.
In closing I will again state the "tie that binds". This tie is expressed in the two SDS ground rules:
1. Nothing is immune to criticism.
2. The individual should be involved in the decisions which
affect him in the University, the society beyond and the
projection of that Society on the world.
Charlie Tabasko
Executive Secretary SDS
(Editor's note Student Council meetings are open to the public
and the News requested the latest "list" available.)
4.

:•:•
<•'.

%

!•:•

Vote On SDS Fate
It seems to us that the questioned recognition of theStudents
for Democratic Society is creating a serious controversy on
campus. Whether it is a general
lack of information received by
the students about this organization or an overall dislike of
its principles is not the formost
point. The recognition of SDS
could have serious effect on the
University as a whole.
Some students regard Bowling
Green as a well- balanced and neutral institution of higher leraning. Others feel that establishment cannot exist without the
right of all sides to allowed to
express their opinions.
The
question is, "Which attitude prevails on this campus?"
Do the students of Bowling
Green want their University progressing through neutral channels as it currently is or do
they want a campus projecting

manding to read; and creative
thinking is off on a cloud.
It does appeal to the upper
class and reaches intothemiddle

class.
The battle ground of politics,
1968, is destined to revolve around the two words and the
conflict of individual problemsolving versus government problem-solving.
The conflict between problem
solving techniques is easily
adaptable to our University.
Do students want a "Great"
Administration or Faculty from
afar to swoop down and solve all
student problems?
Or are students capable of
rending solutions on the student
level by "Creative" means?
LETTE R TO THE EDITOR

Knocks
Cutting
Tactics
It's that time again when the
unorganized G.D.I.'s will play
their game of "Cut Down the
Greeks".
This time the two
experts Sue and Sue have brought
out VERY substantial points.
For instance, about line-ups.
I did not know that the two
bitter little girls have been to
our line-ups, to make them such
an expert on the matter.
What about Greeks and their1
fangs?
Do they really think
that we have fangs? Some SDS
members, (all GDI), have beards,
protest signs and a general attitude of hostility towards our
American policies. Of course
they don't have fangs, do they?
The two experts about Greeks
brought up the point of Greeks
in elections. It's true that they
do have the majority of campus
offices but
not because they
are pushed into it, but maybe
because they don't have the general apathetic attitude i that prevails with some O.D.I.'s.
When I refer to GDI I don't
mean to sterotype all independents into this category.
There are many who think that
this situation of Greek-Independent conflict is ridiculous.
I think that it is time that
the unorganized complainers stop
their jealous feud with the
Greeks. If they think that we
are so bad and possess all of
these terrible traits, then wh£
keep bringing it up?
If we're that bad, people canf
form their own opinions without
any help from some GDI's who
think that they are experts on
Greek life.
Yes, Freshman, Beware; but
not of the Greeks. Beware of
the biased opinions of those who
are narrow minded enough to
speak on subjects that they know
absolutely nothing about.
Barry Suckman
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

the image of Antioch or Berkley?
The question is not to decide
whether or not SDS should be
allowed to exist, but whether
its existance or the existance
of similar groups will mar Bowling Green's previous upstanding
image.
We do not advocate either a
pro or con attitude, but we do
agree with the slogan that ap- .^SSWttw:-:-:-:*:-:-^^^
pears on a number of SDS buttons: 'Let the People Decide". yj The News welcomes letters ft
As two interested students, j£to the editor. Letters should S:
we
think that this issue ftbe typewritten and signed by :•:•
ftthe author and carry his type-ft
should be put on the Dec. 7 X-written name, address and ft
ballot, where the students can ;Xphone number.
decide the fate of SDS and si- '%. As many letters os possiblesmilar controversial groups that Swill be published within the >•:
might appear in the connection ;■:• Iimi ts of space, good taste j:-:
with Bowling Green University. A-ond laws of libel. The News ;|:
preserves
the right to edit.'-:Pat DiPlacido
ftletters more than 300 words v
342 Kreischer D.
Bin length.
:•:•
Lee McClelland
^:¥:¥:::¥Jx¥ft>¥fft-:-X:^^^
223 Kreischer D.
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Sheppard Trial Ready For Jury Deliberation Talks stalled
CLEVELAND (AP)-- The prosecution and defense delivered
their closing remarks yesterday
at Samuel Sheppard's murder
retrial in Cleveland.
It was
expected that the case would be
put to the jury either late yesterday or early today.
The defense was rebuffed again
yesterday on a bid for a directed
verdict of acquittal.

Defense
attorney
F. Lee
Bailey who declared, that "The
overwhelming weight of evidence
Is intirely inconsistent with

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Phi Upsilon Omicron, home
economics honorary, will display
post-a-notes and receipt cards
at its meeting tonight at 6:30
in 105 South Hall. For further
information see the bulletin board
in the Home Economics build« A nominating convention for $: ing.
•:•: prospective candidates for •:•:
•:•: Freshman Class offices Is •:•:
A.T.I.D., social-cultural Jew8 scheduled from 3:30 to 5 pjn. g
•:•: today in the River Room. •:•: ish organization, will sponsor a
:£ Requirements call for each •:•: panel discussion tonight at 8
x
; candidate to be nominated and •:•: in the Alumni Room. The topic
■:•: seconded.
•:•: will be, "Is Civil Rights a Re•;•; Those meeting the require- •:•: ligious Issue?"
gmentswill be issued petitions g
Members of the panel will be
•:•: which are to besubmittedwith •:•:
•:•; at least 25 signatures to the ^ Donald M. Winkelman, instructor
•:•: Student Activities Office by •:•: in English; Dr. John R. Davidson, professor of marketing; and
•ii: 4:30 p.m. Nov. 21.
the
Rev. Paul Tuchardt of the
ig Bill West of Theta Chi fra- g:
•gternity and Maribeth Sullivan •:•: Lutheran Student Center.
A question and answer session
:•:■ of Alpha Xi Delta sorority:;-:
5 have been named to supply •:•: will follow the discussion.
• * *
5 additional information on re- •:•:
The
Chemistry
Journal Club
inquest to prospective nominees.::-:
will meet tonight at 7 in 140
^■'■'■'■'■'■'■'•'''•"•'•'•'■^

1 Parley Set
I For Frosh

guilt," was overruled by Common Pleas Judge Francis Talty.
Judge Talty also turned down
three motions by the defense

1

Overman Hall for a business
meeting.
• * *
Beta Beta Beta, biology honorary, will take fall initiates
tonight at 7 in 204 Mosely Hall.
Dues will be collected and Key
pictures taken at the meeting.

to strike testimony from the
record of the retrial.
One was that mention of Susan
Hayes as what the defense termed
"The mystery woman or paramour or what have you" be
erased from the record.
She testifiedatSheppard's first
trial, after which he spent nine
years in prison, about an illicit
love affair with Sheppard.
The court also rejected defense motions to strike from
the record a reference to Sheppard's bother, and testimony by
a Cleveland detective quoting him
as saying he considered Sheopard guilty.

DAYTON (AP)-- A federal
mediator said yesterday striking pressmen and management
of the Dayton newspapers, incorporated, will meet in another
negotiating session (1:30 p.m.)
today in an effort to end the
strike that shut down the Dayton
news and the Dayton Journal
Herald November first.
Meanwhile, the Toledo Blade
and the Toledo Times continue
to be closed due to a strike
of printers, the Newspaper Guild
and the stereotypers which began October 24th. There have
been no Indications that management and the unions are near a
settlement.

» • »
"Immigrants Again and Again," second in a two-part radio
series sponsored by the American Studies program, will be
broadcast tomorrow at 9:30 p.m.
by WBGU.
The program will analyze the
Impact of immigrants, ghettos,
and backgrounds of successive
generations. Kazin's, "Walker
in the City," will be the basis
for a reading.
Also included in the broadcast will be a analysis by Dr.
Betty E. Chamj, teacher, scholar and author in American studies.

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
Artists Series Presents the

CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Jean Martinon, Musical Director and Conductor

SUNDAY, NOV. 20, 8:15 P.M.
University Union Ballroom
Reserved seats $4.50 General Admission S3.00
Tickets available by mail or at Box Office in the Union:
10-3 P.M. daily (Nov. 14-18) and on eve. of concert

Stand Tall With A Complete
Sport Wardrobe From
THE U-SH0P

.

The Sports Coordinate
Miami U
OhioU
U of Kentucky
E. Kentucky U

The Herringbone

Umbersitp &rjop
132 CAST WOOSTER ST. • PHONE 3S2-51M
tOWLINO GREEN, OHIO

The Navy Blazer
W. Virginia U.
Ohio State U.
Purdue U.
U. of Cincinnati
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Mud Packs DU Rally
,^:.^'
Sunshine, mud, agitated farmers, wheel changing and another
win for Leo Brenneison will be
the memories carried away by
most of the 25 starters after
Sunday's 3rd annual organized
Sunday's 3rd annual sports car
rally organized by Delta Upsilon. So expert have some of
the drivers and navigators become however that they drove
the two county course in well
under the estimated minimum
possible distance.
Fifteen crews reported in to
the finishing point within the allocated time, mud bespattered but
determined to "go it again" next
year. So close were the results
that organizer Charles Prazik
is now talking in terms of a
gymkana for next year.

RESULTS

*

Leo Brenneison on the way to his second , ;•}
victory swings his Triumph towards a £
checkpoint.
*.

1. Leo Prenneison - Triumph
2. Mark F.ichner - Austin
3. John Preston - Chevrolet
4. Virginia Simonson - Porsche
5. Charles Sinclair - MG
6. Jerry Johnson - VW
7. Lance Copper man - MG
8. William Martin - MG

Rally team checks shortest
distance between points.

Photos By Tim Culek and Roger Holliday

.

v.

•

:>

-.

J.

.' *. -in

A rallying VW gets stop sign
from checkpoint marshal.
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Highest Enrollment Last Year

Branches See Population Boom
Pros, Cons Of University Centers Cited
Former academic center students now attending the University have varied opinions as to
the advantages of attending the
branches. John H. Graetz,
sophomore in the college of business administration, thought that
one advantage of the center was
the informality of classes.
"The classes were more Informal at the center and the
professor maintained a personal
relationship with his students
that is Impossible to have on
campus," Graetz said.
He also like the social atmoshere of the center more so that
the University's. "Social life
on campus is curtailed by academic pressures, he said.

"Everything is in a rush. At
the center, you knew everyone
and you could feel at home, while
at the University you are just
another individual."
Another former center student,
Loretta S. Ann Wiler, sophomore
in the college of education, saw
many more advantages in attending the University rather than
the center. "Personally, I like
the idea of having classes three
times a week instead of just
one a week. You do not have
a tendency to get behind in your
work." "However", she said,
"I am glad that I attended the
academic center in that it prepared me for campus life and got
me settled into study habits.
Also, it let me know what to

expect from the professors on
campus."
Esther J. Wachtman, junior
in the college of liberal arts
also saw many advantages in
attending the on-campus University in that "You can see and
talk to the professors if you
are having trouble, while at the
center it is impossible to discuss
certain problems withthem since
they go back to Bowling Green
when the classes are over."
Mis Wachtman continued by
explaining that there is more time
for study here at the University.
"At the center much of your
potential study time was spent
commuting back and forth." she
said.

Down

Nicotine Fits
(Editor's Note:
This is the third and last
of a series of articles about Robert Spence, junior in the College of Education, and his fight
to quit smoking. Reports reveal
Spence has
gone without a cigarette for three weeks today.
Spence believes he has weathered the storm.)
"Cigarettes were becoming a crutch and I
feel that if I have to rely on a crutch the rest
of my life I'm not much of a man," Spence
said.
"I'm still chewing gum, pens, and eating a
lot of crackers with peanut butter and my coffee
consumption has doubled," Spence said, "But
I'm not as nervous as I was."
There have been several interesting sidelights
in addition to the everyday teasing he received
from his counselees.
Lastweeki he received
a note from the officers of the Ami-Smoking
League.
"The note congratulated me on my
crusade against smoking and they hope that I
can inspire other smokers to stop," Spence
said.
It seems that is exactly what is happening.
On his floor in the dormitory, one of Spence's
counselees has put up a sign saying "if Bob
can do it so can I."
In the past three weeks, Spence has gained
10 pounds. "I'm sure I know which is worse,
being over-weight and maybe die of a heart
attack or dying thin of lung cancer," Spence
commented.
"I will make the grade now," Spence said.
"I do not need this 'crutch' any longer. My
quitting smoking has really become a challenge

'V FOR VICTORY-Junior Robert Spence can
be declared a winner. His campaign to quit
smoking is being fulfilled.

and is probably the hardest thing I have ever
done."
"If I fail, no one that knows me will ever
let me forget my promise to stop the habit.
If I succeed, and I will succeed, no one will
have to offer a word of congratulations because
I will have the satisfaction of knowing that I
do not need a filthy, dirty habit to sustain me."
I don't think I could have succeeded these last three weeks
without the help of Jean Schober,
North Hall resident assistant;my
counselees who wouldn't let me
have a cigarette and who also
had to put up with my being a
group.
"The B-G News'
articles
helped a lot too," Spence said.
Probably without them I would
have started at the end of the
first week. Then,of course, there
are my parents who gave me
their understanding and God.who
gave me strength when I needed

Early J. Alfreds
SPECIAL
4 to 8: 00 p.m.
Sun. thru Thurs.
Pitchers
Mugs
Bottles

85<
20<
25*

it most.

By TERRY RYAN
Feature Writer
Enrollment at University academic centers, formerly called
branches, is slowly increasing, Dr. Ralph H. Geer, director of
the summer and off-campus programs, announced recently.
The record for the highest enrollment at the four centers was
set last year when 1398 students attended. This compares with an
enrollment of 676 in 1960, or an increase of over 200 per cent. The
number of full-time students has risen from 232 to 621 in the
same period of time.
Enrollment during this year has shown a decrease of 5 per cent,
Dr. Geer added. "The reason for this decline is that there are fewer
graduates from high school this year, and the main campuses are
able to take more students in," he explained.
The University's four academic centers are at Sandusky, Fremont,
Fostoria and Bryan.
"The centers are composed of a two-year program in the colleges
of education, liberal arts and business administration.The curriculum
follows closely to that given in the on-campus program, but the last
two years of the student's education must be completed at a fouryear university," Dr. Geer said.
Sandusky is the largest of the centers with a total enrollment of
541; Fremont is second with 333; Fostoria is third with 260; and
Bryan is last with 197.
According to Dr. Geer, the primary purpose for the original
formation of the academic centers was to offer education of a
general nature to returning veterans of World War II.
"This was the main reason for the first Center, Sandusky, which
opened its doors in 1946," he said. The Sandusky Center closed in
1948 and did not re-open until 1953 when the Cadet Program was
introduced to prepare elementary teachers. (The Cadet Program
consisted of courses only in the elementary education program.
When two years of studies were completed, the student received
a certificate to teach for four years).
To renew the contract for an additional four years of teaching,
the student had to take 24 more semester hours. "This," said Dr.
Geer, "was kept up until the student earned a teaching degree."
Since the Cadet Program seemed to work out so well, the Sandusky
Center added Liberal Arts and Business Administration to its
schedule in 1957."
"When the Bryan academic center was formed in 1957, the
Fremont center in 1958, and Fostoria's center in 1959, their
curriculum consisted of all three colleges, also," said Dr. Geer.
"Space and classroom accommodations," said Dr. Geer, "are
definitely not a problem at the present time.
Classes for the center are held in the local city high schools
after the high school classes are dismissed. The University centers
are permitted to use the high school facilities through community
cooperation."
In considering possible advantages or disadvantages for the student
in attending the academic center instead of a university campus.
Dr. Geer said, the advantage of such a situation would be of a
financial nature while one main disadvantage might be the lack of
social life at a center.
"Advantages of the academic center are primarily financial in
that there is no room and board payment", he said. "And so the
cost of attending a university is more than cut in half. A t least
7 per cent of the students attending the centers are doing so because
of the monetary reason. Many students work full-time jobs while
attending."
Perhaps, some day the Academic Centers may have the same
advantages of the University so that all students may have the same
privileges and chances that education has to offer.
"The Academic Center may reach a point." said.Dr. Geer, "when
it will be encouraged by the Board of Regents to become a four
year j^ollege. When the enrollment of the individual Centers reaches
or exceeds 5000, the possibility is a good one that the Center will
no longer be just a part of the University but a university in itself."
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Keyed-up
students unwind
at Sheraton...
and save money

Classi fied Advertising
DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday
for Tuesday's paper, 5 p.m.
Monday for Wednesday's paper,
5 p.m. Tuesday for Thursday's
paper, 5 p.m. Wednesday for
Friday's paper.
RATES: 32c per line, 2
lines minimum, average 5 words
perline.
SEND COPY to Classified
Dept., B-G News, 106 University Hall or phone 353-8411,
Ext. 3344.
FOR SAL I- OR RENT
Approved rooms, 145 S. Enterprise, 353-8241.
CHOICE ROOM POR MALE STUDENT AVAILABLE NOW. 3537574, evenings.
For Sale.
Kenmore Electric
stove in excellent condition. Call
353-0782, after 5 p.m.
LOST
Lost at Rat, Class King, Green
Stone, Initials 111. Reward. Contact Linda, 201 Mooney.
Lost. A key ring in or near
SBX t>y area school teacher.
If found call 353-0782, after 5
p.m.
Lost. Pair of glasses, brownish
with black. 7 p.m. Thurs. Nov.
13 by Hayes Hall. Call Delta
I ipsilon and ask for Hal Meyer.
LOST at Northgate Friday. Jeweled Alpha (lamina Delta pin.
Reward. Carol, ex. 2492.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Attention Patterson, Dave, Hiney,
and Kappa Sig friends: Knock
three times
for
"Passion

Exquisite Styling...

at Prout."

j

:
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a
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Th.""iww«*."«V* «u '»ii^' ! ^ !. ! ?.'
roommates and S. Rhoades, the
Goldeys, H.Raker, S.Mercer.Tiger, Kewley and Donate K.Hawk,
E.Wiser, K.Andrews, and all the

HAWKfan

!:..

Will do babysitting in my home.
Reference available. Call 3538°8L
Wanted. Apt. near campus 2nd
sememster. Call evenings, Ralph
or David, 250 Kreischer C.
GRAD students interested in Intramural Basketball, call 3529993
'
Pi NNY- A- POUND.
Airplane
rides given at the Bowling Green
Airport on Sunday, Nov. 20 starting at 1 p.m.
Student
taking
professional
courses in education needs ride
from campus to south Toledo
in afternoon. Call 385- 7773 after 5 p.m.
New York Times available the
same day. Dave George, Harsh.
B.. ex. 2215.
The SAP's may have the pin,
but the GDI's will have the win.
Does anyone
Shad exists?

know

th i

'.indy

Kappa Sigma pledges send congratulations to the new Greg G.
p.a.■:. It's time to decide-See
you Thursday night. P.S.G.

ma

Permanent Value...
from

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first time,
every time!
11
HIC: s tunned P< ' "'
stick pens wins again in
unending war against
ball-point skip clou and
sinc.u Despite horrible
punishment liv mad
scientists, mi still writes
first time, every time.
And no wonder. IIICS
"Dy, unite" Dill is the
hardest metal made,
encased in a solid brass
nose cone. Will not skip,
clog or Niucar no matter
what devilish abuse is
devised for them by
sadistic students. (let
the dynamic «■< Duo at
your campus stun' now.

jA^rt Car ved

J9

Thr beauty "f •''«"" ArtCnrvcd
diamond speaks for itself. But.
because your choice of a diamond
is so very important. ArtCarved
ohTers yon full protection on your
investment. ArtCarvcd not only
warrants the value Mid Quality
of its diamonds, but also the
craftsmanship of its defiant settings against loss of the diamond.

GES

w«!fsMUN-BIC PEN CORP
MIIF0P.D. CONN.

A—AFTERGLOW, from $225
B—GEORGETTE, from $160.
Matching wedding band, $42.50
C—INCARNATION, from $225.
D—CANDACE. from $100.

MILLS JEWELRY

chi 0>s gayi congratu.

s T

BiC Medium Point \<K

188 S. Main
BiC fine
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Viet Panel
for
forum today at noon, in the Dogwood
Suite to discuss the Viet Nam
Sjtuar.ion.
rjr# L#* ^^rd Shuck Jr., associate professor of political science and director of the InterProgram and Father
nationai
Lyons olGonzagaUniversity,Spokane, Wash, will debate "Where
Do We Go from Here?" accord,0 pau, (;ebolys> forum
lng.
chairman.
The

Young

Freedom

win

Arnericans

hoid

a

Sare with weekend discounts.' Send for your
free Sheraton ID card today! It entitles you
to room discounts at. nearly all Sheraton
Hotels and Motor Inns. Good over Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays, summer
vacation, weekends all year round.
SEND FOR YOUR FREE ID CARD!
COLLEGE RELATIONS DIRECTOR
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel. Washington, D.C. 20008
Please rush me a free Sheraton Student ID Card (or a free Faculty Guest Card). I understand it entitles me to generous discounts all year long at most Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns.
Name_
Address
Student D Teacher D

Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns
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Irish Solid' Over MSU
BURT MCCARTY
77-23 (.770)
Notre Dame
Illinois
Arizona
Kent
LSU
Marshall
Toledo
UCLA
BG
Cornell
Purdue
W. Texas
SMU
Tennessee
Harvard

PAUL BERMAN
17-3 (.850)
Notre Dame
Illinois
A rizona
Xavier
LSU
OU
Dayton
S. Calif.
BG
Princeton
Purdue
W. Texas
Baylor
Tennessee
Harvard

JERRY MIX

PAT EFANT1

Notre Dame at Michigan State
Illinois at Northwestern
Iowa State at Arizona
Xavier at Kent
LSU at Tulane
Marshall at Ohio U
Toledo at Dayton
S. California at UCLA
BG at Temple
Cornell at Princeton
Indiana at Purdue
Western Mich, at W. Texas State
Baylor at Southern Methodist
Kentucky at Tennessee
Yale at Harvard

JOHN GUGGER
104-36 (.742)
Notre Dame
Illinois
Arizona
Kent
LSU
OU
Dayton
UCLA
BG
Princeton
Purdue
W. Texas
SMU
Tennessee
Harvard

Notre Dame
Illinois
Arizona
Kent
LSU
Marshall
Dayton
UCLA
BG
Princeton
Purdue
W. Texas
SMU
Tennessee
Harvard

Notre Dame
Illinois
Arizona
Kent
LSU
Marshall
Toledo
UCLA
BG
Princeton
Indiana
W. Michigan
SMU
Kentucky
Harvard

Minnesota at Los Angeles
Philadelphia at San Francisco
Cleveland at Washington
Baltimore at Detroit
Chicago at Green Bay

Minnesota
San Francisco
Cleveland
Detroit
Green Bay

Minnesota
San Francisco
Cleveland
Baltimore
Green Bay

Minnesota
San Francisco
Cleveland
Baltimore
Green Bay

Los Angeles
San Francisco
Cleveland
Baltimore
Green Bay

Minnesota
Philadelphia
Cleveland
Baltimore
Green Bay

I Could Win MAC Title,
Swim Coach Predicts
By ALEX ANGELLE
Sports Writer
This Saturday at 1 p.m., coach
Tom Stubbs will unveil the 196667 Bowling Green swimming team
in the annual Orange and Brown
meet at the Natatorium.
With 10 lettermen returning to
the squad, and a host of sophomore hopefuls, coach Stubbs is
eyeing the season optimistically.

Coach Stubbs qualifies his optimism with comments about ineligibility and the work of his
team.
"The loss of Paul Smith will
require added effort from our
other swimmers," said Stubbs.
"However, I think our team is
strong, and our sophomores
should provide the punch that will
keep us in contention all the way."

The loss of backstroker Paul
Smith through ineligibility will
dampen the Falcon's early season
chances, but a wealth of upcoming
stars may offer some compensation for the loss of Smith.

Asked about Bowling Green's
chance of winning the MAC title,
Stubbs replied, "We have the
team to do it. If our swimmers
work hard all year and all goes
well, we could win it."

Duane Jastremski, brother of
U.S. Olympic star Chet, is expected to shine as a freestyler.
A junior, Jastremski will be
aided in the freestyle event by
Jim Lehmann, MikeSundbergand
Sandy Kennedy.

He noted, however, that the
schedule facing his swimmer's
is a tough one. Besides its
regular MAC opponents, BG will
have to contend with Cincinnati
and Michigan State.

John Linda hi, who holds the
Mid-American Conference record in the breaststroke, Ted
Witt and Pat Duthie in the butterfly, distance-men Doug Rice
and Bill Swanson, and diver Ron
Zwierliene also return.
Spreading their talents to cover
two or three events will be sophomore Mike Schoenhals, Tom Williams, Bill Wheeler and Sandy
Kennedy.

Cincyalways presents a ruggued team, and MSU is rarely
out of the top 10 schools in the
nation in swimming. IntheMAC,
Miami offers the greatest challenge. The Redskins have most
of their team back this season.

Poll Records Fall
i
■X

finished fourth, third and second
in Mid-Am competition.
No admission is charged at
home swimming meets.

Several records resulted from
last week's pigskin poll, including another three- way tie for the
right to return to this issue's
panel. All the winners had marks
of 17-3, a new season high.

week.
Jerry Mix, Bowling Green's
sports information director, also
comes back this week, for his
fourth appearance.

Returning again, sort of a permanent fixture on the poll by
now, is junior Burt McCarty,
back for his seventh consecutive

Also returning is Paul Berman, in his second round of
competition. The lone panelist
from last week who failed to
make this issue's poll is Roger
Jolicoeur, who bowed out with a
16-4 record.

Socha 2nd In Rushing
Andy Socha of Marshall not
only upset victory over Kent
State with his slashing runs last
Saturday, but assummed the runner-up role in MAC rushing
statistics announced yesterday.
Socha, the Herd's 195-pound
fullback from Steubenville, piled
up 166 yards against the Flashes
to hike his rushing total to 455
in five games. He can add to
this in Saturday's finale with
Ohio.
Tailback Don Fitzgerald of
Kent, meantime, could manage
only 54 yards against the Matshall defense to wind up with
749 yards in 186 carries for a
3.0 average.
Socha, incidently, sports the
best rushing average in the MAC

with 6.1 per crack and climbed
from fifth to second on his great
performance.
Fitzgerald's mark is one of
four new seasonal standards going into the books. Toledo's John
Schneider broke two records:
pass completions (88) and passing yardage (1,073).

Sports editor John Gugger experienced one of his more ragged
days on the poll, as he priJicted
14 of the 20 outcomes correctly.
This week's panelists include
Gugger, the returning trio of last
week's panel, and Miss Patricia
Efanti, a junior in the College of
Education.

ANYONE FOR
FUN" ON THE HUN?

Ohio University and Western
Michigan are not to be taken
lightly as contenders for the
crown.
The outlook is still bright for
the Falcon splashers, however.
Under coach Stubbs, they have

QoY/ Age Team Up
To Stop Williams
Before the fight, heavyweight
champ Cassius Clay indicated he
felt Monday night's battle with
Cleveland (Big Cat) Williams,
could go "anywhere from one to
15 rounds."
Father Time thought differently.
Williams, who at 33 and the
victim of injured kidneys, a bullet
lodged in his abdomen, and 65
professional fights,dropped a lopsided decision to Clay at 1:51
in the third round.
The champ used numerous left
jabs in recording his 27th victory
of his career, and decked
Williams four times before the
final blow.
Clay controlled the fight from
the beginning, a move that surprised many observers who felt
he would stay away from Williams in the early rounds in an
effort to wear the veteran boxer

out.
Most experts agreed that if
Williams was to pull an upset
win over Clay, he would have to
strike early with his jolting left
hooks. Unfortunately for the Big
Cat, he never managed to connect
with a blow hard enough to faze
Clay.
For Clay, also known as Mohammed Ali, it marked his fifth
straight win via the technical
knockout route.
Although the fight was a poor
one, it did set a record in one
respect.
It eclipsed the old world record
attendance mark for an indoor
boxing match, set in Madison
Square Garden in the 1940's.
More than 50,000 were on hand
for the Clay-Williams bout, more
than doubling the old record of
23,000.

$9^5
OVER 1,000 SWEATERS
PURITAN
VAN HEUSEN
REVERE
DRUMM0ND
We Welcome Your Charge

Plan a Ski Vacation in Michigan!
Send fbr FREE Ski Map.
L

.

fc»

:■ ■•' r?i

Shows you where the slopes are. Tells you all about more
than 80 great winle' >orts centers in Michigan. Fill out
coupon, tape to a postcard, and mail today1

CITT 1 SIAIl

GRAEBERNICH0LS
Downtown - 109 S. Main

MICHIGAN TOURIST COUNCIL
Room 50, Mason Bldg., Lansing, Mich. 48926
I 471-2A 6-176
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GDI's Slip By SAE's
20-16, For IM Crown
By GREG VARLEY
Sports Writer

Playing inspired defense and
combining it with a tremendous
passing attack, the GDI's, independent champs, beat the SAE's
20- If) yesterday for the IM crown.
The Greeks started as if they
were going to dominate the game.
They scored on the opening kickoff with a pass to ISarrett.
The GDI's didn't wait to get
into the scoring act. With just
a few plays gone Rick Perrin
hit Gibson with a pass to tie
the score.
The second kickoff proved to be
just a replay of the first, this
time Ream scored the six points.
Moore caught the PAT and the
Greeks led* 14-6. This was,
however, the last time that they

presented a serious threat until
the final play of the game.
From this time on the Perrinled Independents ran the game.
Nelson scored on a Perrin pass
to bring the GDI's within two
points. This proved to be the
final scoring of the half; it was
not the final threat however.With
Perrin passing them down the
field the GDI's were stopped on
the 1 yard line of the SAE's
only by a fine defensive effort.
The second half found the GDI's
at the exact spot from which
they left off.
they scored on the first play
of the second half, with a pass
from Perrin to Kennel, and a pass
to Boos for the PAT. This constituted the scoring for the game
with the exception of a safety
scored late in the game by the
SAE's.

Defense became the name of the
game for the remaining 29 plays
of the half. Both sides put on
a tremendous show^etting neither
Side get an offensive thrust
started. The SAE's showed the
most power of the half twice
getting within scoring range. The
first attempt was stopped by an
interception by the GDI's Boos.
The second came to a halt on the
GDI six yard line after a good
line rush headed by none other
then Rick Perrin.
The statistics of the game
showed that the GDI's led in more
than the score. In passing they
completed 20 of 23 attempts,
while the SAE's hit on 14 Of 27.
The Independents, who finished
the season with a record of 8-0,
also led the SAE's (8-1) in first
downs, 7-5.

CHA CHA CHA - A pair of intramural footballers take time
out in yesterday's battle for the all-campus intramural championship. (Photos by Glenn EppUston.)
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Bob Hayes NFL
Player Of Week
NEW YORK
(AP)-Bob
Hayes of the Dallas Cowboys
has been named National Football
League offensive player of the
week by the Associated Press.
Hayes caught nine passes for 246
yards in last Sunday's victory
over the Washington Redskins.
The yardage is the sixth best
single game total in National
Football League history. Two of
Hayes' catches went for touchdowns, one on a 52- yard play
and the other on a 45-yard play.
Those two scores broke a
touchdown famine of four games
for Hayes. Teams have been using a special defense to stop
him. But, Hayes was able to
overcome that problem against
the Redskins.

Alpha Phi
Pledges
Sez:

Congrats

Willie

H ^F JBF1

A TRIO of gridders converge on the ball in yesterday's action.
The GDI's won the contest, 20-16, marking the second consecutive year that an independent team has taken the crown.

Anyone can

GOOF.

With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you
can erase that goof without a trace.
Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface permits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.
In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.
At Stationery Departments. •
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fumes cotfMSABu

Superior year, we submit, for shirt fanciers.
In iidriition lo the good solid colourings, an
ever-widening selection of stripes is to be
seen, and some interesting twill weavings.
Lay in a tasteful drawer or more, very soon.

THE DEN
Across From Harshman

Only Eaton makes Corrasable*
EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSf IELO. MASSACHUSETTS

